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P-II Human Resource Development

Col. Identify the origin of HRD and lean various concepts of HRD

CO2. Write down the qualities and competencies required for an HRD manager and to
lean HRD as a culture to learn subsystems of lmD

CO3. Explicate the role of HRD in recent times and building HRD mechanisms in real-
time

CO4. Describe the concept of organisation development and understand the impact of
the professional OD interventions

COS. Describe training obj ects, methods and budget

COG.
Describe succession planning and counselling and learn the importance of career
planning



P-IV Industrial Relations and Social Security

Col. The focus of the course is to understand the role and importance of industrial
relations and security systems in the lIR systems of an organisation

CO2. It covers the bargaining and industrial laws & procedures used by unions and
employers for the well-being of their workforce

CO3. How to safeguard the interest of labour and management by securing the highest
level ofmutual understanding and goodwill among all the sections in the industry

CO4. Leaming the strategies to avoid industrial conflict and develop harmonious
relations

COS. To lean about the status of government initiatives in the direction of labour
welfare and security
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P-V Labour Legislation

col. Become acquainted with the core principles and structures of Labour Law

CO2.
Apply labour legislation in practical subj ects pertaining to their professional life,
indicatively drafting from an accountant or tax-consultant payroll charts,
insurance contributions and work schedules

CO3.
Acquire the ability to understand the legal framework regarding relations within
the entrepreneurial environment in which -as members of the Accounting and
Finance community - shall be called upon to demonstrate their professional skills

CO4.
Will be  in a position to deal with basic subjects pertaining to the stnroture and
application of collective labour relations and in particular, acquire the ability to
process collective labour agreements

COS. will gain the ability to decision-making in labour matters



P-II 0rganisational Development

Col. Establish the foundation for understanding the field of OD and leaning
contemporary definitions of organi sation development

CO2. Explain assumptions and values associated with organisational development

CO3. Describe the values and beliefs of OD and HRD theory and the application of
mechanisms in real-life

CO4. Explain the OD process and identify the OD process and design systems

cos. Critical thinking reasons for change and effective methods to manage resistance
to change

CO6. Explain the personnel management and group process using the analytical model

CO7. Explicate the role of the manager as an agent of change



P-IV Human Resource Information System

Col. Describe the role of information technology and information systems in business

CO2. Record the current issues of information technology and relate those issues to the
firm

CO3. Reproduce a working knowledge of concepts and terminology related to
infomation technology

CO4. To apply the knowledge previously acquired of Microsoft Office

cos. Analyse how information technology impacts a firm

CO6. Inteapret how to use information technology to solve business problems

CO7. Illustrate the impact of information systems on society



P-VI Project Report and Viva -Voce

Col. To expose students to the 'real' working environment and get acquainted with the
organisation structure, business operations and administrative Functions

CO2.
To have hands-on experience in the students' related field so that they can relate
and reinforce what has been taught

COS. To promote cooperation and to develop synergetic collaboration between industry
and the university in promoting a knowledgeable society

CO4. To set the stage for future recruitment by potential employers

cos. An ability to whte technical documents and give oral presentations related to the
work completed
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